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Aston Marley()
 
Am African by birth, and i serve Jehovah God. Poetry is my gateway to the
outside world of creativity. My works paint a perfect picture of how the world
metamorphosis.



Life Theory
 
My life is a like a movie, and I wrote the scripts, the whole world is curious how
the father of creation put water into coconut. There's no competition in nature, I
swear on my honour if you don't believe me.
 
In the world of the living, they told me that ' not all living thing is human being,
not all breathing thing got conscience'
You have to face your fear, and learn your lessons. Say no to doubt, and don't
get move by side talks.
 
This street loves nobody, politicians rides on the selfish side of the masses, and
youths falls into calamity.
Am reaping what I sow with peace of mind, Jah is my my mentor; and  there's
no blood in my hands; but only God knows what's going on in my mind.
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Beyond Today
 
Many people will get me wrong, but that's alright. Some people will hate you for
no reason. Life is beyond today, life's a legacy.
 
The fake news is spreading like fire in harmattan season, they want to shuffle my
dreams; they want to send me to early grave.
 
The vibe is strong, the atmosphere is the atmosphere of serenity. Nothing can
stand against the force of love.
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The Silent Graveyard
 
Somebody pray for me, this is not what I bargain for.
Some people are living, but they are dead spiritually.
 
Life is like a slow poison, it's killing me slowly.
No one will make it out here alive.
 
Everybody want to go to heaven, but nobody want to die.
 
Death is the dark shadow of the vanity life.
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Poverty And Property
 
It's asaying that all fingers are not equal, and it's crystal clear to humanity that
poverty begat insanity.
 
 
It's not a crime to be poor and needy, but life becomes terrible when there's no
food on the table.
 
 
Living in this sin city is like a deadly curse from the ancestors, no one pay
attention to spirituality anymore; we are all in the rat race to nowhere.
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My Business
 
The devil want my soul, but the blood of the lamb sanctify and save me. This is
not the first timeevil forces want my business to become sickness, please don't
push me into the pit of darkness; live and let live.
 
Am in my office laughing like hyena, working through every hour while drinking
holy water. There's no break, no time to reminisce with my conscience at the
lake. Am a businessman on a success level, nothing can bring me down not even
the devil.
 
Am not here to bust brains, am here to crack skulls; take it or leave it you will
soon realise that the consequence of love comes with pain and fear. The
preacher is here again, screaming loud in the street about salvation for lost
souls; my business is the refined old money empire.
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Silver Face
 
You hate me because am better than you, but it's crazy how you try to shut me
down from your life. The fake must die, and the real must live. Am here for
progress and breakthrough, no time for bad romance and empty emotion.
 
Stop robbing Peter to pay Paul, life's a mirage and making money is motivated
by greed. Listen to your conscience, be real and don't let situation take you out
of the picture of success in the sanctuary of purity.
 
Those who are weak need some energy boost, show them love and bless them
with holy ghost. Please call the Vet for these sick dogs, soft your mind and don't
let your imagination take you back to yesterday.
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Another Christopher Wallace
 
Am born to win and conquer my fears, there should be no limitations to what we
can achieve together as one family bond together by blood and love.
 
Beat them and don't join them, conformity is another parasite sucking the future
of the youths. Fake people are already to laugh and point fingers to my dark
hours, but nothing can stop me now cos am the young Christopher Wallace.
 
I want you to remember the last December, everything well down sweet and
smooth.I want you to see the perfect picture of the future, whoever try to stop
me from getting to the podium of success is at big risk.
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Doubting Thomas
 
Give thanks and praise to Jah for the gift of life, a man without faith is like a
vanity gambler; it's foolish to waste your life chasing pleasure and illusion.
 
What will be will be if Jah say so, nothing is impossible in my world; but it's
impossible for darkness block my shine.
 
Am very sorry for the doubting Thomas in my neighborhood, you can say
whatever you like; you can't talk faster than my parrots. Only Jah can help you
out of the slum and mental poverty.
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Soda Sofa
 
The boy was good and nice, easy going; ever smiling and ready. Whatever the
elderly ones says must be cherish and never to be question.
 
The sofa was ready, the boy and his friends were sitting and sipping cold soda on
the sofa. We are on journey but we're not running, the battle is not over until we
won.
 
The soda is always with Lola, the journey was a lonely path to enlightenment. We
went deep into reality, but illusion was far away, don't be afraid to trust a
stranger in the land of uncertainty.
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The New Scripture
 
We need to unite and fight the spirit of mediocre in our land, nothing is more
important tthan love. follow your conscience, but don't be a slave to your
thoughts.
 
No one is holy and pure, don't let hypocrites blindfold your spirituality in this sin
city. Love with all your heart and soul.
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Naked Noodles
 
Waking up from early morning trance with happy mood, people will always talk
about what they don't understand; and judge without justice. If you don't know
God, something will drive you to Satan; impossibility is not written in the scroll of
success, hard work and prayer always lead to greatness.
 
Today is the greatest of all day, no need to slow down for illusion and fantasy,
we can all be what we want to be. empty talks without action is like a naked
noodles, people will honour fools that dance to their tune; and criticise those that
don't bow down to crowd mentality.
 
The time is now for them to feel what we have been feeling, life without love is
like living in the belly of the beast. The people keep complaining about poverty
and inequality in this sin city, the prophecy is real like neocolonialism in Africa.
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The Silent Poet
 
Tell me what you're waiting for, am good in listening to the Lamentations of the
world; and praying to God with holy words.
 
Don't just talk in the sanctuary of life, let your words impact positive energy to
the world. Am still looking for the right words to say to my ancestors, but too
much talk always lead to emptiness.
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Sinners Theology
 
Time will tell who is ready for this holy journey, am the man of the people; but
the people are not ready to run away from their comfort zone. If you trust me, I
will trust you too; fire will always burn, star will always shine.
 
No one will go unpunish for the atrocities committed in the slums and the
ghettos. Am a holy man in a ghost mode, the journey is wild and hot like the
sands of sahara dessert. Am saying the truth to my people out there, there's no
sin in shutting down evil operations.
 
This is the sin city of vanity and illusion, am a straight up man without money to
please my curiosity. say no to confusion and fantasy when you're walking
through the street of temptation. Walk the path of holiness and be yourself, what
will you do if you find yourself in a room full ofdaughters of Jezebel.
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Rap Mansion
 
The noise is getting out of hand, slow and steady open way to success land.. Am
not a ruffian nor ragamuffin, no pain no gain but am coming through with a pack
of morphine.
 
Nothing last forever baby, take it easy when you're balling with me because I
don't nurse crybaby. The story is about to change, motivation is coming from
every corners with steady range.
 
Am trying to rap likeyour famous gangster trap, it's a banger, but nothing high
my homies like ganja. there's fire on the mountain, but faithful people don't
panic on love fountain.
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Rap
 
The noise is getting out of hand, slow and steady open way to success land.. Am
not a ruffian nor ragamuffin, no pain no gain but am coming through with a pack
of morphine.
 
Nothing last forever baby, take it easy when you're balling with me because I
don't nurse crybaby. The story is about to change, motivation is coming from
every corners with steady range.
 
Am trying to rap likeyour famous gangster trap, it's a banger, but nothing high
my homies like ganja. there's fire on the mountain, but faithful people don't
panic on love fountain.
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Loud Talkers
 
Am loving the hype I got from people that talk behind me, no matter what
people will always talk about you; the story and sad ending is what they loveto
talk about. Don't judge a book by the publisher, judge it by the writer.
 
Am from Africa, living in Africa; you're free to investigate my school of thought
but you can't control my spirituality; all I ever crave for was a serenity with
mother nature. we all need love to grow mentally, don't ever exchange your soul
with Gold and silver.
 
Keep talking about me, but make sure you talk about my success too; life is
simple but it's complicated by human mentality. Am not a magician but I can see
clearly in this stormy world, everything will fall in the right place at the right
time.
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Story Time
 
For how long am I going to remain calm and ignore all these fools, they talked
trash about my dreams and hustles. I have nothing against you Mr. perfectionist,
you don't love me and I don't care about you.
 
Am a perfect gentleman from the other side of Africa, my tradition and culture
are well preserved by my ancestors. My shrine is my meditation spot, am still still
wondering why there's a lot of Judas in our society.
 
This is another tales by moonlight, listen deeply to the voice of the wise one;
green snakes love to hide in green grass but fools love to hide behind mediocrity.
You're not who am searching for, who are you going to follow in a room full of
losers. It's painful listening to the love song of caged birds.
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Africa Soil
 
Am African by birth and my ancestors blessed the soil beneath my feet with
purity and spirituality, nothing is useless in my land; the leaves and roots are my
herbs of miracle and healing.
 
 
Africa my Africa, my jungle of pure love and serenity. Please hold on before you
take that step, don't always believe the negativity you hear about Africa. Take a
walk with me through the hill side of my land and the good land filled with pure
emotion.
 
 
My Africa Queens are nice not rude, she's beautiful and full of charm like
Cleopatra. I love my land and value my culture. From Kenya to Nigeria, everyone
knows that I don't joke with my Nigeria jollof rice; all am saying is that Africa is
my Zion not zoo.
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Dark Days
 
Nothing is clear to the world anymore, illusion and fantasy are busy blindfolding
humanity from the path of salvation. The shame was unbearable anymore, death
seem to be the only way of the traps of life.
 
Nothing is impossible to those that walk in the path of light, no matter the fear
and confusion darkness cannot prevail over light; and fear cannot begat success.
Today is another chance to set things right, no matter the trouble and the pain of
the past; let love motivate you to a joyful life.
 
The days are dark and politicians are busy playing pawn with the masses, beware
of the adversary and his mighty army of fallen angels. We are living in the epoch
of darkness and fear, the dark day is like a bullet in a gun that's ready to blast.
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Deadly Poison
 
Life's like a movie, do your best and let the judgement day have the rest. The
deadly poison that kill the positive mentality of the youths is depression, am a
young African boy and I love my life; nothing is made to be perfect, and money
is not everything. It's unwise to let sorrow steal your happiness away.
 
Don't worry about the future, make the best out of today and everything else will
fall in the right place. Too much negativity drive the soul to the pit of failure and
regret, let everyday be your happy day; the world is waiting to see your star
shine, live your life and don't compare your dreams to others, but walk with the
wise.
 
Depression is a deadly poison, don't let it kill your life and destroy dreams;
money cannot buy you happiness because the rich also cry. All that glitters ain't
gold, and it's foolish to compare your life to others. We are all gifted and blessed
in different ways, occupy your mind with positive mental thoughts and
depression will flee away from you.
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Empty Promises
 
This is another great fallacy and mighty deception, It's a pity we are clothed in
the dark epoch of illusion with misconception.
 
The downfall of a man in the valley of vanity is nothing to write home about,
It's time for humanity to gear up and take control of reality.
 
Nothing is free, if you look wisely you will see. Fantasy cannot begat reality in
the city of vanity; only the wise will see thorough the traps of empty promises.
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Simple Remedy
 
The world is in turmoil and the philosophy of men cannot lead mankind to the
path of purity.
 
Love is the remedy to the illness of this sinful world, always give room to peace
and equality.
 
No one is save from the clutches of death, the mark of death is written bodly on
the forehead of man; live above hate and jealousy. Fight for your right and for
freedom from forces of principality.
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Closed Arena
 
The road to prosperity is full of conflict and struggle from the power of
principalities, if you can't beat them don't try to join them; don't be a dog to the
ideologies of men.
 
People will talk and point fingers to the dark side of your life, and this same
people will still want to share in your Sunnyside. There's no point in fighting the
devil with fallen angels, it's certain that all that's done in the dark will be brought
to light.
 
Judgement belong to God, but whatever you say can be use against you in the
court of law. A wise man will never be a friend to hateful men, the arena can't be
the same again; even a time machine can't bring the old good days back.
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Program Progress
 
Ghetto life is a party at the moment of silence, people talk about it and no one is
ready to die for love; these are the same people who are trying to please the
crowd.
 
Some things will never change, and those fake smiles will never fool you again if
you stick to the program, avoiding dreams killers is a good idea but eliminating
them is the wise thing to do.
 
Until you are free from your own thoughts, you can't be free from the clitches
fools. Keep them alive and feed them with love;the program is for the progress
of the people who are ready to be free from this Babylon system of the world.
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The Gentle Spot
 
Please take it easy and don't hurt your neighbors on your way to the mountain of
wealth, no one is there yet; everyone is busy trying to please the boss to get the
gentle spot.
 
Loyalty is not meant for betrayers just asholiness isn't fit for sinners, some will
hunt the forest of vanity looking for the beast of fortune; but fantasy will invade
their reality and lead them into the city of destruction.
 
Salvation is freefrom the power and principalities and sin, but only wisdom can
save humanity from the pit of lust.
Family and friends may want to chill out with you at gentle spot of Life; but only
loyal people will be there in time of rough voyage.
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Dark Night
 
We have been there before, but we don't want you and your generation to go
down there. The night was dark like pitless dungeon; this is the realest fantasy
and reality.
 
Darkness can never overshadow the glory of light, purity and love; mercy with
divine bliss. God first because only him deserve all the praise and worship. Be
the light in this world of darkness, let your light shine all over the world and
beyond.
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The Good Shepard
 
Despite all the tribulations and confusions in the land, some of the youths still
value wisdom over mediocre; silent is the best answer for a fool that try to fool
you into insanity.
 
Take the simple step to purity, wait for your time and cherish God's time. Let
everything about you give glory to God all the time. Love is the key to the heart
of the good Shepard, deep emotions runs through the veins of true believers; but
blood runs through the veins of humanity.
 
The good Shepard don't disguise like snipers nor pretend like fake friends. Joy
and happiness will always flourish in the land of love; the good Shepard will
never let his followers fall into the pit of temptations and tribulations.
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Dangerous Life
 
Dangerous life don't last long, fast lane to wealth is another name for shortcut to
fantasy island. Humanity will disobey the law, but the animals in human clothing
will destroy and break the law.
 
One love conquer all the hatred and fear in the land, there's darkness every
where right from the day of creation. God is one and religion cannot pave way to
the sanctuary of holiness. God is always there all through the way, only the
mercy of the most high sustain humanity till today.
 
Am not better than my neighbours nor holy than the prophets, let the love flow
natural and don't try to add to the stones of ancient boundaries.
The signal was weak and not visible, it's clear to the youths that dangerous life is
like a candle; it will burn away at it prime of glory.
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Jill Jones
 
This guys want to relate with me, but am on a low key like Jill Jones; I don't
know what they want from me, money or my honey pot.
 
The treasure rooms of Jill Jones never go dry, good intention and humility will
always pave way for the righteous ones.
 
One love is all we need to break free from evil torment, Jill Jones is always silent
like a calm sea on a cool day; Jill Jones taught me a great principle of life,
wisdom is better than foolishness, neither can love share a table with hate.
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Smooth Tidings
 
Nothing can possible go wrong with overdose of love, everyday is not an holiday
and the things we do today will define the outcome of tomorrow.
 
No garage no cars, if empty barrel make the loudest noise then love should be
the brightest light in the tunnel of fear. You're not like themand it's unwise to
compare your dreams to others.
 
The future is here with smooth tidings, don't let wisdom out of your sight in a
room full of folly. Let success speak for you when failure try to harass you.
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Silver And Gold
 
Money cannot buy everlasting peace of mind, but it can sure buy pleasure and
fun, they don't want us to go down there and see the atrocities men commit for
the love of money.
 
Man made money, but money made man mad; every man is not the same, some
love purity while some are blinded by vanity. There's no friend in the jungle of
money chasers, don't let the love for silver and gold drive you away from your
insanity.
 
Modern slavery was dressed in jobs and wages, the smart ones work for money;
but only the wise invest and send money to work. Believe it or not money is
essential, but the spirit behind it is powerful and full of lust.
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Noise Makers
 
The class captain was my best friend when I was in primary four, but my name
was always on top of his noise makers list; that was when I started to build my
friendships on mutual benefit. Am grown up now, but noise makers are still
trying to be relevant in my community; some will brag like brat about everything
they cannot achieve. Empty barrel make the loudest noise and that is the real
noise maker.
 
I was chilling with my mentor when I heard positive whispers, it's crystal clear to
me how to move on to the next level; all these side talks are nothing but
distractions and waste of time. Too much talk don't solve any problem, mingle
with the winning team and success will surely prevail.
 
It's wise to keep it on the low, please don't loud it because i enjoy listening to
jazz on a low key. Silence is another form of wisdom, even a fool is consider to
be wise if he keep silent without uttering any foolish words. Noise makers will
always want to be popular and relevant in the society, but the wise ones will
always outshine them.
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Tribalism At Work
 
We all saw it with our naked eyes, and witness the eruption of molten magma of
tribalism at it peak; this is a nation built on love and equality, but it's a pity how
the mindset of some men was corrupt with hate and tribalism.
 
Let honor our great men and never try to overshadow the efforts of our women;
a house is not a home without love and family. Sow the seed of equality and
peace will reign through the land, always remember that every man is equal
before the father of creation.
 
Reality is not far from this sin city of tribalism, some will pretend to love and
care; but their souls are dark like the tunnels of hell. The righteous ones will see
through the mask of deception; but it will be hard for those with tribalism
mindset to break free from hate.
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Year Of Restoration
 
Walk with wise men and avoid flying bullets from killing your dreams, let me
explain how humanity was lost in the vanity race of insanity.
 
Don't pull the trigger, instead be on action like a prayer warrior, givevall you got
to love and be a blessing to nature. No one is perfect because we still mess up
with sin everyday.
 
No food for lazy man, it's only a lazy man that eat the leftovers of losers. Stay
positive with your goals everyday, don't just be a survivor; be a winner. This is
the real me, am a productive man and I will never turn my back to the food of
my labor.
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John Cena
 
We all don't want to be a slave to poverty, that's why some of you become a
slave to money. Am not a prophet but I want you to pay attention to my words
like John Cena in wrestling Ring.
 
Money cannot buy true love, but the world is in love with pleasure and vanity.
Am not a wrestler but you can't see me like John Cena. Enemies here, enemies
there; but my true enemy is myself and my selfish dreams.
 
Now am positive and fully charged with motivation and inspiration; I the right
time to take over temptations and illusion in the world. The kids need to know
the truths and grow.
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Prayer For Strangers
 
Don't close your door to love, and don't give up on your dreams. I told myself
notto give up. Am the greatest because I don't give up and I can be whoever I
want to be.
 
This is not a joke but you're free to laugh to it, no one will pay attention to your
dreams and possibilities of a dream come true;put your trust in God and not on
humans. Cherish the words of God from holy books and dwell on Holy land.
 
My room was thrown into creativity studio last night, I can't scream nor breath;
we all came from the same place, but our final destination we lead us to the end
of time. The wold move in slow motion, but time fly like jumbo jet.
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Golden Den
 
Let pray for the showers of God blessings, let it flow from the sanctuary of the
Almighty GOD to every corner of the world.
 
We all need to be discipline and tolerance, not every question deserve an answer
because the joke of today may be an insult tomorrow. Let walk with wise men
and build tolerance castle among the youths.
 
Too much talk don't make a dream come true, the world is under pressure from
vanity and daughters of Jezebel. Every man to a pole, every closed doors will be
open unto every sons and daughters of Adam and Eve.
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Mental Slavery
 
I want to be there for people who don't know the road out of mental slavery, you
can call me the therapist helping humanity out of mental bandage. Come under
my canopy if you need comfort from harsh weather of emotional twist.
 
They pray every second like pilgrims on the way to Mecca the holy land, nothing
is new under the sun; the reality of this world is an illusion in the eyes of
humanity. Every man to his own cross, no one will die for you in this vanity
world, the mentality of humanity is corrupt with insanity for pleasure.
 
Amtwenty four hours for seven days, you can catch up with the economy but
poverty will still blindfold the reality of life. It's wise to meditate and view life
from new horizon of possibilities, free your mind, body, and soul; don't be a
slave to mental slavery.
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November 20
 
A day well spent offers a joyful night sleep, it's clear to humanity that only the
love of God can last till infinity. Let it be know to the fools among us that wisdom
is the fruit of perseverance.
 
Today is a day to recon with, this is the day that history was rewritten for
humanity to be free from mental slavery. You can't force a fool to wise, but you
can manipulate a fool in his own folly.
 
Gone are the days when civilization blindfold the spiritual eyes of humanity, and
the whole world was thrown into the pit of darkness. Time wait for no man and
the right time to put the house together is now.
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Wicked Policy
 
No peace for the wicked and no food for lazy man, watch your back and see the
result of your past actions. Why the evil and hate in your neighborhood. Stand up
for the champion and say no to wicked policy.
 
Selfishness is another great wickedness eating the soul of my people, we can't be
mad at all the mess that life throws at us; some will hurt you and push you to
the wall, but meditate with beautiful mantras all the time. Be bold and strong; be
free from wicked policy.
 
The bar was overcrowded last night with friends of a friend, no empty plates, no
empty cups. love don't cost a thing if you let it flow naturally. Love will always
prevail over darkness and wicked policy.
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Chameleon Lover
 
Nothing is constant in the universe and beyond, the weather change from
seasons to seconds; while my chameleon lover display rainbow colours in
different situations.
 
Where's the love? what's love without trust, it's a pity how easily we fall into the
pit of lust and get lost. Show true love to the world no matter the hate and
jealousy, love is the light through the dark tunnels of life.
 
There's no smoke without a fire, watch closely and calculate the slow movement
of my chameleon lover; this is the kind of love my mother use to warn me about.
It's clear to the world now that only God is love.
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Mirror Of Life
 
Life is a free gift from God to man and all living things, cherish your life and
appreciate the love and mercy from father of creation.
 
Nothing last forever in this world of pain and tribulation, some will be force to eat
and drink wine in a room full of vanity and pleasure.
 
Look for the way out of sin city before daughters of Jezebel corrupt the Divine
peace and serenity of your soul.
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Silent Prayer
 
The world is coming to an end brethren, be prayerful not to fall into the pit of
torment and regret.
Not all question deserve an answer and not all that glitter is gold; my mentor
told me to meditate about the path of righteousness; but am busy with my silent
prayer for wisdom and divine understanding.
 
It's crystal clear to me now, no matter how hard you try to impress the crowd
not everyone will appreciate your creativeness. Everything belong to God, he's
the father of creation and the holy supreme ruler ofheaven and earth.
 
Holy Mary please give me another prayer points, the kind of prayer points that
will uplift my body and soul for the righteous path. Am a sinner and I can't
pretend to be a born again, only God can judge me but it's wise to walk with
purity in the sanctuary of God.
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No More Tears
 
There's nothing new here anymore, the narrow path cannot accommodate vanity
and pleasure seekers. The rich also cry and lament with sorrowful songs, there's
no turning back in the vanity race oflife.
 
What will be will be if God say so, pray and fast like ancient prophet of the Jew;
focus on the blessings and grace ofGod in your life today and avoid the pit of
sorrow and fear of tomorrow.
 
Ask and it shall be giving unto you, knock and the door to the sanctuary of the
most high will be open; no more tears except the tears of joy. Let love and peace
be your trademark, walk with the wise and sorrow will never occupy your soul.
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Black Face
 
Forget all you know when you're in my city, the club is jumping and this shooters
are ready to die for the cross. My homie just got back from the dealer den, don't
talk if you don't know what am talking about.
 
They don't want me to succeed, rest in peace Mungo Park; be safe. What's your
issue about my dreams, am all about my life and the love for success. The real
money is like the old money, am not stupid and foolish; all we need is one love,
before we die let do the right thing.
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Over Confident
 
'Over confidence kill faster than ebola virus'
 
God please take me away from this crowd mentality, please lead me away from
the path of destruction; don't let vanity take my sanity.
 
Life is a big tussle, some situation may try to break you down, but focus on the
moment and don't worry about tomorrow.
 
Take one step at a time, don't panic to freaks; be the master of your life. Pray
without going for a break, give to the widows and orphans. Another day another
challenges, always be ahead of your game.
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I Don't Need A Company
 
Am alone but not lonely, don't fool with me because loneliness don't know the
address to my house.
 
Sometime it's wise to fly solo, the whole squad is waiting outside for me to walk
through the out of bound door. I want the money and am willing to share it with
anyone that can take a bullet for me.
 
They pushed me out of their hearts, but they can't stop dreaming about me; they
don't want love, all they care about is sex. More fortune, more wealth; the more
the henessey the more the enemies.
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Copycats
 
Am not new to this game and rules, what will be will be if Jah say so; the sky
wide enough for all angry birds to fly without disturbing my roof.
 
Be real to your dreams and don't copycat my goals, making success cakes is the
plan; kissing lips that tell lies is not part of the attitude of my African clan. Money
is my drug, I got so high anytime am paid; am not changing like the weather,
but this copycats will always go down for another man dream.
 
Am a band leader and my girlfriend is a cheerleader, but my best friend is a
rapper. No is holy like Jesus and this believers will never stop believing in
miracle. Don't copy the cat because it got nine life and you only have one.
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Common Sense
 
The federal government is talking bold like Blackberry phones, yet recession is
still busy eating and injecting poverty into the economy. Common sense is not
common like steady positive actions from losers, they pretend to be dead in the
west, but reality invade their babylon system.
 
It's a sin to ignore human beings and hugging robots, ignorance is not a six year
old kid without sin; some people don't care about the future and some don't have
anything worth dying for. Nemesis will surely catch up with those that betrayed
trust and love.
 
Give me food and I will distribute my creativity like a wholesaler, breaking the
law is not been smart; doing the right thing at the wrong time is a sin in my
hood. This love is not for sale, don't laugh when the king is talking; he sit on the
throne although he doesn't have a castle. Use your head and focus on your
dreams, common sense couldn't sleep on top of the food chain, pray for me not
fall into the pit of folly.
 
This is no longer making sense, for how long will you rub me with toy gun. Back
and better with the right moves, I know  am an ugly black guy but God always
shower me with love and bliss. Arguing with fools is like walking into death trap,
enough is enough baby; you don't need to make sense to make a point here.
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Celibacy Drug
 
It's a tough call to kill a sexual drive in the blood, and it become tougher when it
involve sexy queen. The love for beautiful things can easily turn to vanity feeling
when illusion blindfold reality, too much of everything is bad; but the food for the
soul is enlightment and purification.
 
Self-righteousness cannot open the gateway to the sanctuary of God, do the
right thing for a positive impact on humanity and avoid the traps of vanity.
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Holiday
 
Time fly like a jumbo jet, and it's true that time wait for no one. There's a
blessing in every good deeds, and the best investment is to buy time.
 
Holiday is here again, the atmosphere is full of love and laughter. This is the
perfect time to think like the king of Egpty while building pyramid for the legacy
of time to come.
 
Everyday is not an holiday, but today is the day to shake off the stress of work
and responsibility, walking side by side with time because time fly when
merriment is in the air.
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Daughter Of Jerusalem
 
She's beautiful like an apple tree among the trees of the forest, thinking of her
charm uplift my soul from the epoch of pain and sorrow. She's welcome
everywhere she go, daughter of Jerusalem don't need a gate pass to access my
heart.
 
There's a place I can be, but nothing can compare to the peace and serenity she
shower on me anytime am in her arms. I need her love like a bird need a tree to
dwell, this feeling is real and her divine spirituality enlighten my world.
 
Only the brave and honest souls can take a walk through the garden of love, this
love is beyond sexual feeling and fantasy; babylon can roar like an angry lion but
our love will forever grow strong and nothing in the world will separate us.
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When Am Gone
 
Rumors will spread like bullets from a machine gun when am gone, only few of
my friends will remember the good deeds that have done. Some will point finger
and nail my past to the cross, all the sweet memories of my love life will be a
loss.
 
Even though there's nothing new under the sun, but those I trust with my
dreams and family will betray me and my son. The road ahead is dusty and full
of snakes, nothing is safe here anymore like a room full of fake friends.
 
Life's a journey through the valley of uncertainity, even the place we call home is
a sin city, many people will smile at you when you're prosperous and forsake you
when you're under pressure.
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Police And Politicians
 
God please have mercy on me, and protect my friends from police brutality.
 
Sweet words always come with lies and deception, politicians are busy painting
the world with corruption and poverty.
 
Police is your friend, but do you trust the police with your life. The mighty hand
of the law don't get to the corrupt politicians in our society.
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Sexual Healing
 
Love is all we need to overcome the spirit of hate around us, a tender heart
Illuminate serenity and peace.
 
The chosen ones are not always perfect, the pain of heart break is painful like the
torment of evil affliction.
 
True love is a blessing for those suffering from the pain of the past, faith is a
fight from doubts and fear. Sexual healing transform the soul from hate to love.
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Power Of Love
 
Love is all we need to overcome the spirit of hate around us, a tender heart
Illuminate serenity and peace.
 
The chosen ones are not always perfect, the pain of heart break is painful like the
torment of evil affliction. True love is a blessing for those suffering from the pain
of the past.
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Success Mirror
 
Everyone of us on planet earth want to be successful, we all aim for the sweet
adventure of a dream come true. Experience is the best life teacher, and wisdom
is not for everyone.
 
No more tears and pain if you keep your faith in the father of creation strong,
learn to pray; and fast till your dreams manifest into reality. Don't waste your life
chasing fantasy and vanity, the journey to success island require focus and
motivation.
 
Success don't have double face, the sweet aroma of success always captivate the
souls of positive thinkers; look beyond the scope of failure, and see things from
the horizon of a new dawn. 
Make positive plans to ride over failure to your success island, there's nothing
sweet like the victorious taste of a dream come true.
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Kill Them With Success
 
There's no point fighting the devil with a demon, only good deeds can conquer
evil desires. Empty barrels will make crazy noise to distract you from motivation
but it's wise to kill them with success.
 
Don't let failure destroy your dreams, be strong and brave like the lion of Zion.
Say no to defeat, step on your obstacles to the podium of success. There's no
where failure can hide in your world when you're focus and motivated.
 
Avoid the fantasy traps of failure, there's no shame in falling from a horse, but
it's a disaster when a horse step on you. The battle is not over until you won, be
successful and kill your enemies with success.
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Black Queen
 
shout out to mother nature, her beauty and tenderness enrich humanity. No ink
no print, Africa is a paradise of beauty, no camouflage when black queen rule
with love and equity.
 
This is vanity city, where people don't play along  with the rules. Everything is
vanity and some people will lost their sanity to the trap of vanity.
 
All hail the black queen, she protect Africa from the pits of foreign vampires.
Beauty is in the eyes of the queen, shining with glory and peace.
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Made In Africa
 
Load up your motivation and rediscover your destiny. Stay awake when you are
walking through the Sahara desert.
 
Black is beautiful, full of goodies and flavour, spirituality of the ancestors mould
the destiny of the land. Black is bold, expensive and priceless.
 
Africa is a jungle of love and peace, diamonds and oil flow out from Africa while
her sons and daughters die in poverty.
 
We are like a caged bird despite the freedom and independence from colonial
masters. Africa will not die in the hands of evil oppressor. Made in Africa for
Africans and non Africans.
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Dark Tears
 
There's no point fighting the devil with demons, only good deeds can conquer evil
desires.
 
Tomorrow will forever remain unknown to mankind, dark places are always full of
terror and fear; but this is a dark tears on the face of mother nature.
 
The smile is gone, and all the sweet memories evaporated away; evil desires will
always find a way into the hearts of the unconscious ones. Facing the truth with
honesty is a sure path to enlightenment.
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The Zoo
 
Am just coming back from the zoo, been busy taking selfie with baboons and
hyenas. The jungle life is sweet, and Africa is a jungle of love. Making money is
easy, but a wise spending is a hard thing to do.
 
You can blame me for the pains of the past, antagonize my life; and crucify me.
The past is dead and gone, the sorrows of the past are not mine anymore. Cute
creatures gone extinction from the reach of mother nature, this is another epoch
of encroachment. Let save nature and preserve her beauty.
 
We can do this together again in another day, sharing bananas with monkey
while riding donkey through Sahara dessert. After the pain come the gain, caring
for animals is not an insane thing to do. We all need love and affection, the
blessings of mother nature enrich humanity from generation to generation.
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Across The Ocean Of Love
 
This love is the realest thing in my world, nothing can separate us because this is
a flesh to flesh affair. She said 'Bon Voyage' while am set to sail across the ocean
of love.
 
Turbulent emotions always rock faithful boats, but I pray jealousy and selfishness
don't sink my ship. She's waiting patiently for the return of the sweet romance,
nothing can compare to the serenity of sailing across the ocean of love.
 
Am the captain of this love ship, giving orders like pirate king.  We are on the
page, sailing across the ocean of love on emotion tides, all hands were on deck
when she blew the golden kiss; love is truly an eye opener when sailing across
the ocean of love.
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Blessing In Disguise
 
My sweet purplemoon is gone, far away from my reach. She's my angel, the only
one who care beyond the naira and dollar.
 
This is another incoming missile from God, it's a blessing in disguise; the aroma
coming from the kitchen of bliss over cloud all negative thought.
 
From Nigeria to Australia, mingling with the kangaroos; and eating meal with the
native tribe. My purplemoon is a blessing visible to my eyes.
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Respect And Loyalty
 
One love will keep us together, but loyalty will keep us united forever. The
journey out of the pit of hell is hot and painful, only the strong will make it
through, respect nature and preserve her beauty; always remember that the love
of mother nature nourish
humanity.
 
Humility is a virtue that open the atmosphere of love and friendship, money may
make the world go round, but the humble ones always find their way around
tough situations. Respect wisdom with the spirit of serenity, and remain loyal to
those who stay with you during tough time.
 
The world is not a crazy place, but injustice and crime are the evil tormenting
humanity, honour those who deserve to be honour and don't bite the hand that
feed you. Don't be too proud of your accomplishments, never let success get into
your head. Shower those that motivate you to the podium of success with
respect and loyalty.
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Green Snakes
 
Green snakes under the green Grass, they move with Africa rhythm and
American flash. Watch out for them before they poison your life.
Fake friends are like green snakes, they penetrate and poison your heart;
manipulate your conscience to their benefits.
 
Do you see snakes in your dreams, if yes you need to see a therapist and watch
out for those you call friends. I love my friends but I keep my eyes on them.
Trust is not a virtue to give away cheaply
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Forgive Me
 
Am a born sinner God please forgive me, pardon all my stupidity and Foolishness
before it's too late to make amendment.
 
The good die young and the remedy for death is unknown to mankind, many
souls were lost on the journey to the island of fantasy; and billions of dollars
cannot rewrite the destiny of mankind.
 
Forgive me if I have hurt you in the past or present, only God is perfect and
pure. Please don't look down on me due to my folly and ignorance of my youth.
Am a diamond in the dirt, uncut and full of dirt. Am not done yet cos God is still
working on me.
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Sweet Poison
 
Nothing really change cos you're still feeding the old beast, money come first  in
everything fantasy say; cage is meant for birds, and fake people are full of
suprises.
 
What a hell of life you're living, you're always on fire all the time; enough is
enough baby, this is not the first and it's not going to be last.
 
Look at the right direction for Inspiration and motivation, the hotter the sun, the
more the desert burn. Fake people are good in pretending and spreading evil
ideas.
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Success Pills
 
Are you sick of failure, here's success Pills to get you back on your feet. Say no
to defeat and fight your way to success island with your fist.
 
Too much of everything is bad, but overdose of motivation is a gateway to the
sanctuary of success. Come and take your medicine if you're feeling down on low
motivation.
 
Take your daily dose of success pills, stay on the wining side with real people.
Frown at the clones of failure and don't share your dreams with losers.
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Supremacy Of God
 
Living everyday with no complain, thanking God for the gift of life and the bliss of
love.
All praise and worship belong to the father of creation, God will forever be in
control no matter the dark illusion of lucifer and his fallen angels.
 
The way of God is not the way of man, even the soothsayer is confuse about
tomorrow; light give way through darkness but darkness is full of fear.
Only heavenly father of creation have the key to door of enternity.
 
No one knows tomorrow, but God still run the show. The wisdom and knowledge
of man is nothing before the throne of the almighty God, the love of the most
high in our life is bigger than the circle of hate land darkness.
 
Love is the cure to the sickness of this sinful world, there's so much to share with
one and other, but illusion is turning the world upside down.
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Hard Choice
 
The whispering in the air is a dead silence, the choice we make today may take
us to Where we don't want to be tomorrow. There's always a choice to make,
either to walk in the path of righteousness or to mingle with fallen angels.
 
The ball is in your court, and it's wise to make deal with light and ignore
darkness. Avoid the double face trap of life, remain focus on your to freedom and
breakthrough. You can't serve two master at a time, let loyalty be your watch
word.
 
Pray before making your decision and choice, consider all possibilities and the
outcome of your action. What seem right to man may surely lead him to his early
grave. Live a life worth living, embrace all the pains of wrong choice of the past
and learn from it.
 
Walk with the wise ones and meditate about wisdom always, be conscious of
your thoughts; don't allow evil desires to crawl into your world. Make the right
choice today and you will surely be where you want to be tomorrow.
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Nation Of Terror
 
There's confusion in the land, the blind is leading the blind to the pit of
destruction.
 
They love to fool the masses with fantasy and illusion, humanity is at the mercy
of the beast in power. Taking everything with force and blood.
 
The youths are suffering in the slums and ghettos, no education; no bright
future, all the government want is to enslave the people in the dungeon of
poverty forever.
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Don't Worry About Me
 
Shout-out to all those who care and pray for my success, but what matter most
is my level of faith for the miracle to happen. Am still alive please tell fake
friends not to worry about me.
 
No nothing last forever, but this moment is the price I pay for not doing it alone.
Chilling with the right people always attract goodness and blessing.
Mingle with the best in the game and learn how to kill mediocre from the lame.
 
We all need a companion on lonely night, and other nights. There's no time to
waste pleasing fake friends that can't keep secret, you will know them by their
lack of attitude. Don't worry about me If you're not for me, there's no smoke
without fire, all that's done in the dark will be expose on the judgement day.
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Next Move
 
Put minimum effort in things that don't  put food on your table, put yourself up
before people start walking on your dreams. Keep it on the low, If making money
is like playing piano; I suggest you keep playing on. Share love with your
neighbours, but keep your next move on the low like my homie Frowzy Flo.
 
From grass to grace the mercy of God never depart from the faithful ones. No
peace for the wicked no matter the peaceful words, let them have their way but
don't allow them to block yours.
What goes around comes around like politician lies.
 
Trust is an expensive commodity in the market of life, people sell their soul to
buy vanity; but don't give your trust to cheap scheme. Learn the tricks from the
greatest master planner, smile with pure heart, Let nothing hold you back. Work
hard, play harder; rock your world but keep your next move on the low, don't let
them know.
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Elementry Foolishness
 
There's time for everything under the sun, but it's unwise to waste the right time
doing the wrong thing. Listen to your conscience and pay attention to the words
of wise men, a tree cannot make a forest and a man without self-control cannot
overcome his fears.
 
Humanity is on the edge of calamity and terror of vanity, wisdom is calling with
loud voice from the valley of redemption but no one is paying attention, when
will you take the mask of mediocrity from your face and look reality in the eyes.
 
Runaway from folly with all your strenght and determination, nothing can stop a
motivated soul from rising above limitations and doubts. It's better to remain
quiet than utter words that will destroy your dignity, embrace wisdom with total
audacity and folly will never have a space in your world.
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Arrow Of Death
 
The journey start now even though the destination is unknow to the young lads
among us. Sin is the key that unlock the gateway for death to invade the earth.
Everyone want to live forever young, nobody want to die but they all want to go
to heaven on a golden chariot.
 
The path that lay ahead of us is full of temptations and illusions, the only way out
of this vanity race is self-consciousness, all road may lead to Rome, but the
power of principality will always prevail in the history of humanity.
 
Sin will always shoot the arrows of death to the souls of the human race, Life's a
burden to those without faith in the power of God; only righteousness and the
blood of the lamb can keep man above the power of death.
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Black Bentley
 
There's drama and funny talk in the air, disco lights with little vodka to set the
mood on. Friday night is always the sweetest night, this is serious but no one is
intrested in love affair.
 
Touching the right spot at the right time is a blessing, the beast of illusion cannot
stand purity on a mission to zion. Money is a paper but the power behind the
paper is intoxicating.
 
The Black bentley is on top speed to the valley of uncertainity, If you're ready to
roll over your fears get in the car; fight your ego before your ego stop you from
shining. Success is a fight to the top, and some are ready to die for the spot.
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Monkey Mindset
 
This is the beginning of the end for those who lack positive mental power, no one
can walk through the blazing furnace of mediocrity without feeling the pain of
crowd mentality. They seek wisdom from the holy primate of the cathedral of
illusion, blood and lust are what they live upon while the dignity of humanity is
molested by those with monkey mindset.
 
Selfishness is a virus eating through the soul of this generation, they talk about
love but ignore equal right and justice. What's the value of money in a room full
of hate  and jealousy. Move with positive mental attitude toward the center of
creativity, let your light shine through the epoch of reality to new horizon of
possibility.
 
We are social animals with society made up of people with monkey mindset, the
holy book says we should wait for the day our lord; but animals in human
clothing around us will aways try to turn the table around. Nothing is giving
freely with love anymore and those we trust are busy sharing plate of rice with
hypocrites and those with monkey mindset.
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Miracle Living
 
We made it through by faith, even though sin was the stone of rejection that
delay the free flow of divine blessings. The temptations of life made alot of young
souls sway to the tune of vanity, it's wise not to associate with prayerless folks in
the city of vanity. Many will fall without the grace of second chance. There's
turmoil in sin city, only holiness can unlock the treasures of miracle living.
 
Love conquer all commotion and fallacy, it's true that we need love to be free.
People are watching  fantasy with desperate  attention,  it's easy for illusion to
penetrate the soul of pleasure seeker; build castle in the air and make friend with
alien, all i see is possibilities in my miracle living.
 
After we made it through, the gate of miracle living was open for us. There's no
sorrow nor sad face, you're free to do as you wish now; but the consequence of a
prayerless life is painful than the wrath of hell.
Miracle living is for everyone in the slum and city, but without faith you can't
move a mountain or get free from the bondage of vanity.
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Froggy Love
 
Who will hold on to you if the gravity of love pull you away from lust, change is a
constant phenomeno in everything that we do on the surface of the earth. To
love is great but to love unconditionally is the greatest, for how long are you
going to keep seeking love from the home of lust.
 
The moment will last forever in her heart cos true love invade her privacy and
secure her freedom from modern slavery, beauty without positive mental attitude
attract only five minutes lovers. Feelings will fade away and emotions will wash
away like erosion, only genuine love will survive any stormy weather.
 
Don't be blind from the courtship in the frog kingdom, trust is the strong  pillar of
any loving relationship, take away doubt and uncertainty from your heart; true
love don't runaway in time of disaster.
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Erotic Diary
 
Too much vain talk can lead to fantasy and illusion, some sweet lips will betray
you in time of commotion and confusion; but keeping calm through the stormy
weather is a wise step away from calamity.
 
 
We can't keep taking advantage of each other weakness always, the bedroom
floor is messy as hell even though no one pay attention to reality in the city of
vanity.
The mood of pleasure is always right and pleasing to them, these are the sexual
beasts among humanity.
 
 
Emotions will flow to and fro among us in everything we do, nothing tangible can
be achieve by envy and greed. Sexual pleasure and fantasy cannot mend our
spiritual errors, nor can it grant us access to the sanctuary of God.
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Mamacita
 
She was used and abused by those who claim to love her, all they ever want is to
get in between her legs. Lust is all they share with her, fantasy and illusion are
the game they play with her soul.
 
She learnt her lesson in the hard way, and she made a promise not to sway to
their vanity pleasure again. Don't ever blame her if you see her walking through
the street with a frown on her face.
 
Oh mamacita my sweetest sister, situation and condition around her are not
pleasant enough to motivate her, but she is full of dreams and inspiration to turn
her world of negativity into dream come true.
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Forgotten Promises
 
The gentle eastern wind blew serenity accross the ocean with the purest bliss
known to man, despite all the tribulations and stormy weathers God never
neglect the human race.
Some live for the treasures and pleasures, while others lost their souls in the rat
race of life.
 
The blessings and mercy of the most high are the nutrients that keep nourishing
the human race, the birds in the sky look up to God for their daily bread; and the
beasts under the ocean give thanks and praise to the father of creation. Trust in
the promise of men only lead to dissapointment and agony, but the promise of
God is always fulfil.
 
Today may be bitter and sour, but God has blessings in stock for those who
exercise faith in his only name; the way of God is not the way of man. The
blessing of God is certain for those who put their trust in him. In God I trust.
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Mask Of Death
 
The journey start now, even though the destination remain unknow to the young
lads among us.
The fanatics will always find fault with effort of ssinful soul, the path that lay
ahead of us is full of cunning men and daughters of jazebel; the only way out of
the mistrey of this journey is through self~consciousness.
 
Sin will always wear the mask of death, righteousness is the only protective
shield from sin and death, the trademark of death is agony and pain; death will
surely knock at our door someday and it's mandatory for the door to open.
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Dust And Man
 
There was dust before the man, the image of the man is the replicate of God.
Dust is the origin of man while the structure of his body is the image of the most
high.
 
Every man to his own course and thinking, total freedom is the choice man made
before God to accumulate enlightment.
God is too big to be worship by one religion, but without faith there can never be
a pure worship.
 
There are darkness every where and the signs of the phophecy are illuminating
through the sky. Pay attention to the words of the almighty God without
harbouring uncertainty in your souls, he knows better than the imagination of
men.
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The Trap Of Lust
 
Let walk over the traps of vanity wih deep consciousness and purity, the path of
the righteous is full of temptations and illusions.
 
There are another traps of lust laying ahead of unconscious souls, it's true that it
takes two to tango, and a tree cannot possible make a forest.
 
Faith and prayer are the master key that unlock the gateway out of this vanity
race, everyone want to be the special one to those who display pleasure and
fantasy. Wealth will prevail in the vanity city, but only purity can unlock the door
to the sanctuary of God.
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Love Impersonators
 
We love each other, but she want to have me all to herself; and i think that is a
selfish love.
 
I love to be alone sometimes, but she want to be by my side all the time. She
said she loves me, but she can't stop going through my phone every minute; I
think she don't trust me.
 
I wrote her love poem, but she prefer to read it to her friend that smoke hemp.
She said she's is not one of them, that her morality is not friend with vanity.
We talked about true love in a room full of lust.
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Fish And May
 
We roll together in the rollercoaster without worries about our unborn daughter.
Am fish, she's may; I met her on a cold Sunday morning in July.
 
This day will be written on a platter of gold and fame, wait for no one when
you're gathering you cake; where's the love when there's no peace.
 
Let do something crazy today Fish, maybe we can get through all the
impossibility around us.  Don't wait for your May day before you scream for a
better pay day. Let do it now and put more effort in making it worth doing
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The Young Mandela
 
Where's your faith? It's true that we all need help here or there.
Don't compare a jungle to a zoo, do you believe only in what you see; people are
dying everyday due to ignorant and love for vanity.
 
Do you remember when you're down and no one was paying you attention.
You're here today with the grace of God, keep the fire burning always; don't
worry about the pain of the fame. Am the young Mandela, keeping the positivism
of a legend alive.
 
You can do your things in your own way, avoid the copycats with no ambition.
Don't fall into the pit of mediocre, keep your sanity alive. The youths of Africa
need to wake up from their deep slumber, and save this continent from
neocolonialism.
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Time To Grow
 
Age is a number, growing up in the midst of uncertainty taught me that.
Everyone claimed to be intellectual one way or the other, but wisdom cannot be
giving to mediocre that's not ready to grow spiritually.
 
This is the perfect time to use your device wisely, don't pay attention to noise of
the crowd nor get lost in the jungle of crowd mentality. Be yourself at all time,
originality is the key to creativity.
 
Don't waste your time reminiscing about the good times in the past, focus on
today and aim for your goals like an hungry sniper. Enough of motivation is not
enough, be ahead of your game and don't let anyone design your future for you.
This is the time to grow into success and achievement, and say goodbye to
failure.
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Another Eye Opener
 
Why will my success hurt you?
Am not part of their society nor do I take part in their stupidity and foolishness.
Too much talk don't solve anything, let pray for a better day with a positive
mindset.
 
My mother words always ring bell in my ears, no stress; no fear. This is not the
time to regret lost opportunities, don't be friend with loser; don't fall in love with
mediocrity.
 
Pray and fast for your miracle to come, you can be friend with success and
mingle with motivation. We will all make it through my brothers and sisters;
there's no need to hate one and other. No one ever made it to the top by pulling
others down.
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Say No To Suicide
 
Dreams come so slow, but go faster, taking all precautions and making all
necessary plans. Far away from the spirit of death and hade.
 
Born to live in a world wrapped in vanity, walking straight to the heart of
humanity without taking shortcuts. We lose what we got when death strike, no
question; no answer.
 
Stay away from death, let it come natural. You can still accomplish your dreams
if you don't lose your life. Feel like the greatest and do your things like a
lengendary.
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Success Riders
 
Let proceed to get the success packs, get clean up and chase the dreams with
pure motivation.
 
Take a ride with failure and recognise the tactics of success. Same day with
different deals, invent new ideas and aim for the apex of success.
 
Forget about the supernatural and the fallacy, you are made in the image of a
living God; don't compare yourself to anyone. Be greatful for the gift of life and
make the best out of today.
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Natural Remedy
 
Your Ex boyfriend is trying to over  throw your love life, you are beautiful but the
beautiful ones are not yet born.
 
 
Avoid things that are not natural, God is the supreme king; give what belong to
Ceaser to Cesear and don't share the glory of God with no one.
 
 
All the good things in your life is a blessing from God; look up to God in any
situation. The mercy and love of the most high always sustain us.
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My Cassava Farm
 
Special thanks to the almighty for his mercy, and showers over us and my
cassava plants. Value what you got, don't wait for the time of disaster before
realising the miracle in you.
 
Am the humble farmer from the soil of Africa, connecting with nature and
cultivating food crops are sweet dreams. Some will never benefit from the
blessings of the soil if they don't sow a seed.
 
We are two step away from fantasy when purity got hold of us, giving thanks to
God for the breakthrough from vanity; life is a blessing from the most high.
Meditating under the shades of my cassava plant, praising God through his
wonderful work in nature.
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Listening To Nature
 
Life's beautiful when you're living in good health, and luxury. Sometimes i
wonder if this is how the system will keep running things.
 
Imagine a politician on the podium of deceit, spreading fantasies and vanity
without any remorse. They talk too loud, and expect you to follow the next order.
 
 
Let the law take it course, but the law can be blind to those seeking immunity.
Curiosity kill the cat, but am not bringing the dead cat out of the bag yet. Face
the sanity, and vanity of this life, come to deep understanding about the blessing
in nature.
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She Stay
 
She Stay.
 
Never put your woman in a box cos everyone can't be like you. Frowzy told me
to make my name through the pen, but please teach me how to breath without
air.
 
My woman is my pride, this world will be too boring without soul mate. You can't
trust everyone, but you got to trust someone.
 
She's my Africa queen, and that put me in kingship mode. Please don't tell me all
your secrets, but you're free to pour your heart to me.
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Human Nature
 
We are writers, and we find peaceful serenity to be a blessing.
The atmosphere was tender and nice, humanity still enjoy the love; and mercy of
God.
 
Silly noise makers will keep trying to distract peaceful meditation of powerful
souls, if you can't beat them; simply handle them over to God.
 
All living thing is not human being, let keep fighting for unity; feed the soul with
meditation, and enlightment. Temptations will confront faithful servants, but with
prayer and faith they will overcome.
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My Back On The Wall
 
Real people don't discuss people, the reason for the pain is to recognise the value
of the treasure. They say 'No pain, no gain' but there are some pains that don't
yield positive gains.
 
King Ahab was a slave to Jezebel evil desires, they want the world to take order
from lucifer; who are you to obey in the last day sons and daughters of Adam.
Surrender your life to God, let him be in control of your ship. God was the sailor
of the ark of Noah, and the ark never sink.
 
The last day is a terrible day, i pray death should take me away from witnessing
the agony of darkness. Dark angels never stop seducing the daughters of Adam
with vanity and fantasy. Worship God in purity and holiness, the mercy of the
most high sustain humanity till today.
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Emotional Twist
 
She's the one that he truly love and cherish, they pray that everyone should be
happy for them. Your blessing cannot hinder my miracle, so why the pushing and
hissing in the house of the lord.
 
Why can't you be happy for me now, remember those days that loneliness add
sorrow to my life. Be happy for me now that love have found me, let live forward
without worry about the future.
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Street Dreamer Tales
 
He's just another victim of circumstances, buried in sorrow and agony. They say
he was a dreamer with a passion for art, but situation turned him to waste
product.
 
The conversation was over, but he heard all the sad stories they narrate about
him. He's determine not to be a loser, he gear up to aim for his goals like a
sniper. Nothing is impossible and he's so determine to nail his critics to the cross.
 
Total breakthrough is not far from your reach if you dwell in the spirit, purify
yourself from this sinful world and meditate about the love, and mercy of God.
No matter the failure of today, always remember that who God bless no one can
curse.
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Simplicity Theory Part 1
 
We deserve to be happy always without waiting for the festive season to uplift
our souls. There's nothing new in the new year, faithful servant Will pray for his
freedom with divine wisdom; while the ignorant ones perish from folly.
 
There was a prophecy about this year, the prophet said money will flow like river
Nile; the elders educate us about the simplicity of a powerful life. They want to
know the new things in this new year, people are anticipating for the new theme
of the year.
 
We don't need too much words to connect with God, the judgement of people is
not final. Embrace peace with moral sanity, January was the start of the year;
say good things about your future this year, be productive.
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Something Great About You
 
There's a winner in you, don't let people put you in a box and padlock your
dreams.
 
No matter the challenges and tribulations of today never lose faith, winners don't
quit; i believe you will make it through.
 
After the rain come sunshine, but be strong and prepare for the rain; spend time
with people that motivate you.
 
I know something great about you my dear, failure will never conquer you if you
keep the fire of motivation burning.
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Wisdom And Beauty
 
The power of the almighty God stretch from the beginning to the end, let give
thanks to God for all his mercy; and love. There's nothing impossible for God to
do, the creator of heaven and earth got the key to everything.
 
Wisdom is calling from the valley of purity, many words will be spoken; many
men will try to corrupt the future. They say 'if you can't beat them, join them'
but it's wise not to join them in the party of folly.
 
The beauty of mother nature cannot be overlook, the beautiful ones are not yet
born; but mother nature is the source of all beauty around. She was a beauty
queen, more like Africa Queen; the true meaning of beauty is beyond the pretty
face and the figure 8.
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Deepest Crush
 
I know the world will soon come to an end, but before then; i want you to be my
friend. Ain't got no time to worry about what people say about me, the only time
i got is to get to success islands.
 
David is the master of Goliath, baby me and you can work wonders; your heart is
too cute to be a host to this parasite of doubt. All i ever want is loyalty from you
baby, the beauty of love is like watching the sun rise in the sky; it's so beautiful
to be free
from worries, and fears of life; strangers of today are the best friends of
tomorrow.
 
Tell me something i need to know
because i am in a hurry to get to the promise land, am in love with you, the
serenity of your soul attract divine blessing. Please this will only take
a few more second, take it easy with me because am deeply in love with you.
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Friendship Of Vanity
 
They all pretend to be your good friends
because they enjoy sharing in your
wealth, friends of benefit are many in
this system; none of them care about
your legacy, nor pray for your success.
Always watch your back for those
sneaky snakes, and scorpions; green
snakes under green grass pretending to
be saints, but their hearts is full of evil
poison. Don't share your dreams with
strangers, neither should you place your
trust in worldly treasures.
You can't hide for them forever, but you
can stop them from corrupting your
goals, and dreams. The journey ahead is
for the bold, and strong in spirit; never
let the agony of the past tear you apart
on your path to enlightment.
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The Big Picture
 
Seeing is believing, but the more you see; the less you know. Don't pay attention
to the taunts of vanity, focus and let motivation defend your dreams.
 
Navigating through the epoch of fantasy and illusion, avoiding daughters of
jezebel with pure soul. Flying to the moon on a sunny day of dream come true,
here come another day to set
success on the right path.
 
The glamour of lucifer is hot like lava, don't be lost in self righteousness; no
weakness should be taken for granted. People will talk about the big picture, but
not everyone can paint the picture of new world order clearly.
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Reality City
 
Stop guessing and speculating, don't lose your cool even though you have been
waiting for your miracle a long time. Situation and condition shouldn't stop you
from accomplishing your goals, what doesn't kill you will make you
stronger.
 
Free your mind and soul from the
bondage of negativity, choose your words wisely; share philosophy and dreams
with positive mental attitude
people. The darkness in the land create confusion, and turmoil. No peace for the
wicked, no joy for betrayal.
 
Don't stop for failure on this holy
journey to Zion of success, let the houseof God be your hide-out, love with all
your heart; pray without the spirit ofdoubt in your soul. Keep the faith alive, and
the light of God will guide your path in life.
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Level Up
 
Stepping into the premises of failure and fantasy, looking for way out from vanity
valley.
 
Don't point the finger of accusation to anyone, avoid the crowd mentality and the
noise makers.
 
My love for poetry is stronger than the bond of money to the soul of man. We are
living in a crazy world, but it will be foolish if you let it drive you crazy.
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Reality Of Life
 
Some reactions on Facebook make me laugh my brain out, please don't get me
wrong; i got million of things to do than wasting time listening to your sad news.
 
She got a new bae, but they say everything got it own bad side. No profit no
loss, you can't eat your egg and have it; grandma want the kids to make it in
life. Making money was always on their mind, they curse poverty with passion
because they want everyone to be happy, and progressing.
 
People are asking how to separate the truth from the youth, the holy spirit of
God is still here with us; let come together to fight the spirit of mediocrity in our
city. God bless the love of my life, she was my motivation and my beginning.
Keep believing and your faith will set you free.
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Don't Ask For It
 
Please brethrens, don't ever ask for it; it's wise to ignore it with
your sanity. Vanity is coming like a super model with chopstick
legs, don't let them fool you with pleasure in order for to steal
your heavenly treasures.
 
Tribulations and temptations will aways roll into our reality, but
keep the windows of prayer open; satanic forces want to blindfold the world from
righteous path to destruction.
 
The storm will rage and fade, always remember that after the rain come
sunshine; live and let live, don't ask for vanity pills.
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The Backyard Of A Lazy Man
 
Waking up from a lazy night with a song of praise to Jehovah, there's only one
God to worship and the rest is history. There's success for everyone, bird is made
to fly, and fish to swim; avoid the lazy path of non praying believer.
 
The fancy smile of the lazy man is
intoxicated with pleasure, and
fantasy. Some dreamers over slept, and their dreams slip away, come over the
hill of faith with pure conscience; show some love to motivation, and let go of the
mistakes of the past that hold dreams down from getting to the horizon
ofsuccess. The journey to the backyard of the lazy man is another epic
revelation, the wise willalways choose the path of holiness, and peace.
 
Don't walk alone in the jungle of mediocrity, hangout with motivationand make
inspiration your fantasy. Peace is like opera, tender like mother nature. Dreams
water with motivation, and prayer grow into empire of success.
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Father Of Destiny
 
There's no hatred nor fear among us, she's flawless; but am on my way to
treasure islands. Let do this in harmony with the laws of nature, 
 
She was never jealous cos no one know the pictures she saw, at first they all
thought life was made up of fancy fantasies. They don't know anything about
divine uplifting. Let act on the bigger picture, and live for a greater purpose. Live
for God and life will never be your rival.
 
Keep moving from coast to coast, never give up and don't copy the cats. People
love to make jokes on  failure and hail success, they forgot that failure begat
success. You can celebrate success forever, but failure will always remain the
positive force behind every success.
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Total Support
 
My Ego is bigger than my imagination, I want to tell you a story about a killer
wife; she need a chance to prove to the world that she's a dream come true. I
guess you all gonna found some sense in smiling to your haters.
 
Enemies will always come around when you hit the Jackpot, take it cool when
hatred hit you hard; motivation is the drug I recommend for you. Love your
neighbours, and hang around with your friends, strike a pose for the future; but
don't take shortcut to success.
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The Horrible Image Of Failure
 
Waking up on sunday morning from the pandemonium sound of fear and doubt,
a brand new day with fresh challenges ahead. My mentor told me to avoid gold
diggers, but it's hard to deflect failure when you're a goal getter.
 
I want the goodies of life on my plate, but success don't come easy without be
frustrate and irritate, many dreams die from failure malnutrition and commotion
when one care about motivation. There's time to dream, and time to jump into
action for the future.
 
Sitting on the front row of life while waiting patiently for the arrival of my
success, it's unwise to give up on your dreams and ambitions; get your daily
dose of motivation, and be free from failure infection. The future is bright only
when you walk in the light of your dreams.
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Motivation Highway
 
Don't let failure boo you away from success, give motivation everything left in
you.
 
Live your dreams, and don't compare yourself to others.
 
Avoid mediocres, make your goals your first priority.
 
Nothing is impossible with God, stay focus with motivation; and you will run
through success without obstacles.
 
We are all gifted, but dreams die without motivation.
 
The future is bright, and  two wrong don't make a right; water your dreams with
inspirations, and you will harvest success.
 
Delay is dangerous, don't waste your time chasing broken dreams.
 
Let Motivation talk when failure harass you, stay calm and plan wise.
 
We all made mistakes, and wrong choices; get up and don't look back to the
past. Live for the future, and not in regret.
 
Success is helping people with your talents and creativity.
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Let Be Kind To Our Brothers
 
Listen to your conscience, and be in peace with your soul; show some love to
brotherhood, and avoid hateful potions.
Let love flow around like river Nile, you can't change the world without changing
yourself. Living in the world where people follow trend and hype, love is exactly
what I feel; it is easy to see that we all need love.
 
Life is sweet, let enjoy the sweet taste of life; it is hard to avoid temptations in
the darkest time. Stay on your kneels, and pray for your friends and enemies;
don't betray your brothers like Judas Iscariot. Celebrate with the winners, and
never overlook the losers. 
 
Take it easy with the mistakes of others, remember no one is perfect; don't
runaway when troubles hit your brother. We are all made in the image of God,
we all can't be superman; but with love and unity we can be supernatural. Let be
kind to our brothers, let make life easy for each other
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A Moment With You
 
We are meant to be, birds of the same feather flock together baby, I can't stay
away from you; my love for you sail across humanity. Ask yourself why I care for
you so much baby, your smile intoxicate me; take my hand baby, this is not a
one night stand.
 
I will show you how free I am tonight, this love won't weigh you down; am taking
you to see the purplemoon.
Only the strong will continue, love is a journey through a jungle; we made it
through, and I feel great when am inside you.
 
You and me tonight, no one satisfy me like you do; fantasy will fade away,
illusion will crawl out, but my love for you will never blackout. Life's what you
make it, loving you is real no one can fake it.
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The Next Man
 
You never can tell what the next man is going through, it will be hard to see the
pains he harboured under his veins. Life's not a joke when you're broke, don't
laugh at the downfall of the next man, respect humanity and show love to the
needy.
 
Life's a teacher of experience, learn not to make the same mistakes again; get
back on your feet and don't give up to defeat. Man is the image of God, God is
the father of creation, always look up to the creator no matter your situation.
 
Live fearlessly in midst of scorpions, pray for your daily bread on the altar of
faith; enjoy the fruit of your labour without regret. Nothing last forever, don't let
the vanity of life blindfold your reality. No one knows tomorrow, give a helping
hand to the next man; and behold the honour of humanity.
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Fake Friends And Enemies
 
The people you trust with your goals will decide how far your dreams go, listen to
your conscience not the sweet words of judas; hypocrites can't stand on the
scale of honesty.
 
The enemies at the gate can't stop a moving train, hand shake with mediocres;
giving hugs to fairness.
Respect humanity, but don't  let humans destroy your world.
 
Fake friends are everywhere, you can't avoid them in your life; watch your
tongue, and put your trust in God.
Stay focus, pray for wisdom, and understanding to deal with fake friends and
enemies.
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My Sunny Day
 
Welcome to my sunny day, my better day; I don't always get a date on Friday,
but am happy for every goodies on my plate.
We all need someone to be real with it, put your life on the line; and your talent
will never forsake you.
 
You can't please the crowd, even Jesus Christ was hated by the hypocrites
despite all his Good news. After the rain come sunshine, no one can hurt my
feelings, no one can turn my blue print to dark ink.
 
Let go of mediocrity, i don't have anything to do with it, you already know that
this is sunny day. God is blessing me with the fruits    of my labour, no one is
better than you, don't underrate your dreams even when you're broke. Same
jungle, but different huts, my sky is bright with big dreams.
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Winners Don'T Quit
 
Stand strong and face the troubles of today with courage and determination.
Never walk in another man shadow, be real to your dreams, and never give up.
 
Show me your ambitions, but don't tell me your strategies. Have faith in your
dreams, and you will be ahead of failure.
 
Relate with people that motivate you, get it right with success, and don't be left
behind. Be a goal getter, be a dreamer; pray for divine wisdom, stay focus and
keep moving forward.
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Motivation From Regrets
 
We need to overcome challenges in order to be a winner, we need to face what's
wrong in order to be right. The story of successful people is motivated by regret
of wrong choices, and decisions; confront the troubles of today with positive
orientation of success, the pains of today will not last forever.
 
Be motivated, and failure will never stop you, regret can't change the past,
       sorrow can't bring you bright future.
Stay focus, and keep moving forward. Only the strong will continue, the journey
of success is rough and rugged.
 
I know something good about you, don't be a beggar, you're destiny to be
successful. Taking the hard way, and the only way to success island.
Put your shoes on, take a deep breath, and take a walk with motivation.
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Blood On The Couch
 
It's not a crime to fight death with your revolver, this moment won't last longer;
this is the right moment for me to use my device.
 
I can't tell you what's happening in heaven, but I can tell you how cold this world
was to me. Blood thirsty vampires want to suck my soul dry, but the almighty
never forsake the meek on a sabath day.
 
Eating dinner with fake friends, shaking hands with hypocrites; life only get
better if you know your real enemy. Watching the agony show of life while
walking through the epoch of illusions, this is blood for blood; but no one is ready
to clean the blood on the couch.
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I Got A Feeling For You
 
Your sexy smiles makes me lose myself in you, I can't wait any longer; this love
is gradually driving me insane.
 
Life will definitely get better with you by my side, am not poor nor rich; but am
capable to treat you right. Living without you is hell, sleeping on a lonely bed
without you is a torture.
 
Dreams of affection rain on me while am busy trying to overcome my fears, true
love don't cost a thing; only your love can set my soul free.
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Overseas Love
 
Love is life and the essence of
living, sweet smell of the eastern
wind purify my soul but the
distance between us keep my heart
standing on the edge of time.
 
Sailing across oceans of the world
and even poisedeon himself bless
the ship to the island of strange
emotions, nothing can be achieve
in a room full of hate. You are the
light in this dark world, shine so
bright to the world and across
overseas countries.
 
Here we are again in the sanctuary
of lust, lies are the stars in the
cloud and evil lips speak horror
about love, you can't give what
you don't have; love is painted
with the colors of rainbow in
overseas culture.
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Fantasy Of A Weary Soul
 
Don't try to hide your pains, even
the world is going through a hell of
pain in the hardship of lucifer
inflictions.
 
Our father in heaven will protect
the meeks and always pardon the
sinners, the way of God is not the
way of man; what makes today
beautiful can turns tomorrow into
a dark day.
 
Let us move on and ignore the side
talks of life, the bird in the cage is
screaming for freedom, while
parrot is mocking human reality.
Silence voice cannot be heard, for
how long will you forsake your
crown because of war.
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Road To Reality Show
 
I was shot, but I refuse to die cos my destiny was design by God not man...
 
Tomorrow may be too late to apologize to your friends and neighbors for your
harsh words.
 
No one is holy except God, don't kill your self-esteem trying to be who you are
not meant to be. My focus need more focus when temptations are trying to pull
me out of my course.
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The Evil In Devil
 
Smile of terror on the face of evil, the anti-crusader of new world era. Blame the
angel of darkness crawling behind the shadow of fake prophet.
 
The spirit is willing but the body is soaked in a pool of evil desires. What i want is
what i need, my scale of preference is twilight of blood split on sanctuary of hate.
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No Backward Movement
 
Deep down through the path of
success, my feet move swift with
time and space; let the positive
energy flow and things will
never fall apart.
 
Marching up to zion of success
with motivation and inspiration
without fear, let the mind speak
and witness life reality; the price
is right only if you take the right
path.
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Dreams Money Can'T Buy
 
Am not like you but we all aim
for success without stress,
dreaming big like the ocean, only
light chase away darkness in a
room full of dark intentions
 
Take the fear away and sway
with inspiration to island of
wealth, money breath luxuries
while cheap dreams got slain
deadlock pleasure. Vanity is
roaming the city of salvation and
nothing is bigger than dream of
new Jerusalem and creed made
of golden sanctuary.
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Black Mentality
 
Africa is a jungle of love, and our ancestors purify the land and soil with affection
and black heritage.
 
Snakes on the stake is the tradition of stone age, morality is the blackman
culture. Birds roam the spiritual shrine of black deities, the sun smile down on
Africa and walk throughout the sahara desert.
 
 
A tree does not make a forest, and a gorilla don't hunt in hyena territory. Africa
is not hot, but the weather can get you wet.
Listen to your heartbeat with open mind. Negro holiness is the name of
blackmagic in custom and rites sanctuary.
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Another Day In Africa
 
Each hours count and every minute on the soil of Africa is divine with oracle of
nature, i can't resist  the black beauty of the sahara angels sitting on the
pyramid of ages in Egpty.
 
Waking up each morning with a bright hope in my Africa jungle of love, deep
breath is needed when smiling with a crocodile but more purity is require to see
another day in Africa.
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When God Bless A Sinner
 
The future is glorious, no celebration in hell. Life
keep discussing death but God does not play dice
with the world. Divine bliss falling on pure soul
while unfortunate sinners partake in the feast.
 
Searching for a light in a cave of darkness, no
switching of hands; God is supreme in all ways. By now reality is living in the
jungle and truth is part of purity.
 
Loving God is great step to be taking, hope
everyday is a sabbath. Take no credit for wealth,
always remember God mercy over your life.
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Dream Big
 
I don't have a dream to be the supersun because
am already in the galaticos with my alien friends.
stop waiting for the light to come, move your bed
from the floor to the mansion.
 
Dream big and eliminate your fears and doubts,
you can never see if you are sitting behind the
light, behold failure can drag you in the mud of oppression but
take it easy and aim right for success.
 
 
The pain of failure always pave way for success,  sing the song of motivation and
fly to the island of fulfilment. Be strong and remember prayer is the key that
open the door of imposibility, dream big above your limitation.
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Mr. Poemhunter
 
The mirror on the wall is a disguise of reality in illusion, only Jah knows tomorrow
so what the point in chasing life shadow. Can someone please break this marse
code, life memory of poetry is full but Mr. Poemhuter is always in poetry mode.
 
Blood and water in the picture of life and death, who do you trust with your
talent and creativity in the land of mix thought. Love life with the feeling of hate
for death, ask Mr. Poemhunter for the map to treasure island of poetry.
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Fearful Fear
 
Take my hands and lead me
through the valley of
uncertainties Talking bold to
destiny and am about to take my
life into my hand.
 
Talent is never enough you need
action to foster success reaction.
Live the modern life but refuse to
be a modern slave,
Strive for success never wish for
it cos not all wishes comes alive.
 
My fearful fear is when destiny
contradict the future, when the
past is reflecting in the present.
'My fearful fear is been a slave to
my talent and gift'
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Get Up
 
Failure is not failing but giving
up, the road to success is narrow
and dusty but keep moving on to
your promise land.
Motivation and inspiration are
the cornerstone of success, never
give up the fight of achievement
and fulfilment. Make your dream
a reality.
 
Get up, stand up and nurture
your future with positive
thought, explore your talent and
gift but refuse to be exploit.
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Sweet Purplemoon
 
All is let loose and my heart is
looking for you
I appreciate your love and i feel blessed;
The sky is great but with
purplemoon it's awesome.
 
You're the defination of beauty
and love
your sweetness melt the doubt in
me, your love give me a reason to
see another day;
With you i have no fear my SWEET
PURPLEMOON.
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